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Kitchen mixer taps are designed particularly for the bathroom and are placed with a lot of
responsibility in the modern house kitchen. The basic functionality of a mixer taps is to allow flow of
both hot and cold water through the faucet for both convenience and luxury. It is very much
necessary to choose the right mixer taps and for this you need to make some considerations which
are as following:

=> Level of their functionality

=> Inclusion of features such as pull out sprays and pressure adjusters

=> Pre-fitted aerator filters

=> Flow speed such water beam and shower

=> Rotate function

Mixer taps to be used in kitchen or bathroom etc are manufactured by well known brands and
available in the market from different range maintaining versatility, design and functionality etc.
These mixer taps have different advantages that are as following:

=> Highly compatible with rustic, medieval, contemporary and futuristic dÃ©cor components

=> Multi-functional

=> Mixing and pressure adjusting abilities

=> Easily suits to any kitchen environment and need including washing, cooking, and drinking etc.

=> Has pre-fitted filters to purify water

Various advantages of mixer taps help the contemporary homeowner to choose a quality of mixer
taps tap that not only looks great, but as well found very cost effective investment too. You as well
get warranty and guarantee. Shopping a reputed brand mixture taps from online shops always meet
your excellent design, quality and cost-effectiveness.

There are different varieties of kitchen mixer taps available in the market these days starts from the
shining piece to metal finish sets. They are available with the combination of fiber, glass, stainless
steel and more to meet the need and dÃ©cor of the users. Taps come in various styles with different
mountings. Letâ€™s have a look on those one by one:

Single Lever Tap â€“ This mixer tap uses one handle to control the flow of water from both the hot and
cold water supply. This tap is very modern design with the availability of just one tap and one or two
mounting points with only one valve.

Monobloc Mixer Tap - This is mixer tap has a smaller input pipe than standard taps. This modern
designed pipe comes with only one valve and one mounting point.

Bridge Mixer Tap â€“ This traditional style tap come with three interconnecting tubes, one is in the
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middle and with cold and hot water on each side. It has one tap, two mounting point and two valves.

Deck Mounted Taps â€“ This type of taps are designed to be mounted on the edge of the sink. This
modern tap has one tap with three mounting points which include one for the tap and one each for
hot and cold water.
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